
6th grade Please bring in addition to your laptop, charger and a pencil bag with colored pencils, pencils, highlighter, scissors, glue stick 
History folder and composition or regular notebook
English English composition journal, Home of the Brave book

Science
Two science notebooks- 1 for tracking, 1 for farmyard project, pencil pouch w/ sharpened pencil, spare pencil, highlighter(s), 
colored pencils & a folder for science handouts  

Math (McKee) whiteboard and marker
Spanish Senderos textbook, a notebook, pencils, highlighter and laptop with charger
Mandarin
Latin Latin book and notebook
French Paper and a writing instrument. Whiteboard with eraser. Workbook and textbook.
Art Trimester Every class - have your packet and your sketchbook.
Skills Skills Journal and independent reading book
Drama Please bring a printed out copy of your, The Visitors, script if you have one
P.E. Water bottle, gym shoes, Please come dressed to play. Laptop.

7th grade Please bring in addition to your laptop, charger and a pencil bag with colored pencils, pencils, highlighter, scissors, glue stick 
Social Studies Almanac to leave in your locker, 
English Spiral notebook, Red Badge of Courage
Science folder to keep papers (we will not be doing binder checks this semester), pencils, colored pencils, laptop, charger
Spanish Sra. Hubman Flash cards in labeled box/bag. You can leave them in my room (12) + white boards with eraser. 
Latin Latin book and notebook
French Paper and a writing instrument. Whiteboard with eraser. Workbook and textbook.
Art Every class - have your packet and your sketchbook.
Engineering Supplies have been brought to school
Drama Please bring a printed out copy of your, Princess Party Smackdown, script if you have one
P.E. Water bottle, gym shoes, please come dressed to play. Laptop.

Digital Design
Laptop that has your Photoshop software, and a computer mouse is very useful. There are the Macs at the school for a limited 
number of students. Mr. Krohn has a list of those who need a Mac.

Fantasy Writing Laptop
Math (Lesniak) math binder with homework, whiteboard, marker and eraser. 
Math (Celentano) notebook


